The schooner ‘Altair’ by Don
This was another of Elmars’ unfinished projects which I
completed and rigged to sail with radio control.
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Ensign’s report 1st March 2012
With my steam engine spreading its oily imprint across my workbench, I thought it time to build a home for it...
Royal Navy steam pinnace design
After long thought and consultation with the group’s steam
gurus, I decided on an early RN steam pinnace as the recipient for my steam plant. I felt the lean hull would make the
most of the limited power, and finally settled on a scale of
1:20 to provide an estimated displacement of 3.2 - 3.3kg.

RN pinnace
steam plant installation

With the steam plant weighing in at 1.8kg and the R/C and
running gear some 300g, I am left with an allowance of 1kg
to build the model plus 100 - 200g of disposable ballast. This
is cutting it fine, but playing safe and going for a larger hull is
never going to provide good performance. At 850mm long,
the pinnace already exceeds the 750mm maximum hull length
suggested by the engine’s makers.
Using the generally accepted formula of 4.5 times the square
root of the hull waterline length (in metres) gives a figure of
about 4 kph or 1.1 metres/second for the hull speed. I would
like to think my model will achieve most of this - say 0.9 m/s.
A 43mm diameter propeller of 65mm pitch (1.5xD) and assumed propeller slippage of 20% will require the engine to
drive it at 1040 rpm. Will she do it? The proof of this pudding will be in the steaming.

I made up masts and sails to rough scale, based on photos of
similar boats, and added a winch with continuous loop rigging to control the two booms and two jibs simultaneously,
and an angled servo to turn the raked rudder. Most of the
rigging is aluminium tube for durability, the sails of rip-stop
nylon, which I used previously making kites.
I had to cut out
excess structure
and open up hatch
sizes to make a
practical model,
with a removable
deep keel with a
lead bulb to cope
with
non-scale
winds.
I believe it best
represents ‘Altair’,
a 108ft schooner
designed by William Fife, built
1931 (restored in
1987 and still sailing). The model is
42.5” (108cm) in
hull length, about
1/30 scale.
Altair running in windy conditons
It looks majestic on the water, is quite fast even in light winds,
but needs careful handling as it is reluctant to turn; a larger
rudder is a projected change.
Thanks Elmars for the foundation of a beautiful model.

Nuts to you
These barbed T-nuts are
perfect for providing
screw fixings into softer
materials such as wood,
for engine mounts and
the like. Available in a
plated finish - M2, M3
and M4 sizes shown.

